
Residence programme for independent journalists from Russia, the Baltics, 

Belarus and Ukraine on specific topics. 

The Swedish Institute offers a residence initiative for journalists from Russia, the Baltics, 

Belarus and Ukraine. The journalists can come to Sweden and learn more about topics such as 

migration, design, sustainable architecture & design, equality from different angles - such as 

paternal leave, family policies & the Swedish model, accessibility, LGBTQ-rights etc. 

The residency will later result in published articles. SI will cover the flight and 2-3 hotel 

nights in Sweden for the selected journalist, and the Embassy will pay a per diem directly to 

the journalist in case he/she is a freelancer, and eventual visa costs. Freelance journalists 

should have a signed assignment from a publication. 

Do you already know of journalists that would be a good match for this programme? Please 

send a short description of the journalist/media/story to livia.podesta@si.se. They should be 

fluent in English and had not participated in a media trip with SI before. The journalist can 

come in late February - November 2019, and we recommend one to two months of notice in 

order to be able to book interviews in Sweden (no last-minute suggestions). 

The journalists you suggest should be independent during the study trip to Sweden, they 

should have a clear story to pitch, and share a programme of the meetings/interviews they will 

have in Sweden. Both SI and the Embassy should facilitate the booking of meetings when the 

journalists don’t receive an answer from the contacted Swedish experts. 

If other journalists want to come to Sweden to write a story/reportage on their own, the 

Embassy can contact SI. We will be happy to provide contacts and recommendations for 

planning of the programme when the topic is related to SI:s work. Please note that we need to 

receive such requests in advance (no last-minute requests). 
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